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Birmingham
B7 4TH
Tel: 0121 359 2349
Fax: 0121 359 7784

Gingham Check Quarter Inch check
Available Colours:

Product code:
Selected Colour:
Width:
Price:

Brown

Bottle

Lilac

Navy

Pink

Red

Royal

Turqoise

Sky Blue

Yellow

KBT251-F10-B38
Brown
112cm
£4.99/mtr

Description:
Medium check gingham, the most versatile of the tree gingham we stock. The medium quarter inch check
has more impact than the very small 1/8 inch and the pattern can be noticeable form further away.
Men's,women's, children or adults clothing, medium gingham is the best all rounder if you want a fresh
gingham look. The fabric is made from a blend of 65% polyester and 35% cotton to create the iconic three
tone check which is woven into the fabric, not printed like some lesser varieties.

We have ten colours to choose from :

Yellow
Turquoise
Royal Blue
Sky Blue
Brown
Bottle Green
Lilac
Navy
Pink
Red

Get the gingham retro look and create full circle skirts, cute three quarter cut off pedal pushers, slinky
wiggle dresses and tie up blouses. The fabric has a taut structure yet drapes smoothly. These two assets
mean you can cut and make neatly tailored garments and create crisp pleats whilst being able to create
rippled gatherings and fully flared skirts.

The traditional style of gingham fabric holds an undeniable charm. Whether its a classic countryside look
your going for or a retro kitsch interior design, gingham looks great around the home. The breathable
quality of the poly-cotton works well for bedding, and the smooth draping quality is perfect for curtains. Be
sure to check out our small and large gingham collections too.

Poly-cotton blend
Country look
Retro style
Dressmaking fabric
Traditional check
112 cm wide

Check out our Gingham Fabric Blog here
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